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ABSTRACT

.— - -.
. . Thermonuclear burn begins in Laser-fusion targets with the

collapse of the imploding fuel shell. At this instant the ion
velocity distribution is non-Maxwcllian, requiring correction tO
the commonly used computer simulation codes. This correction is

comDuted and comDared with that arising from the loss of fast ions

.— —— ‘z) target;.in marginal (PR C 0.01 gm cm

Therrnonuclcar buro of laser-fusion targets is

generally thoughtof as commencing when a shell of DT

(deuterium-tritium) fuel collapses at the central

point. This shell may eitlier be present initially

or it may be formed through accumt!lation and com-
1

pression of an initially homogeneous fuel. At tile

instant of collapse, the velocity distribution of

fuel ions may be thought of as a delta-function in

speed: ions moving in all directions but with a

common speed equal to that at which the shell moved

inward.

In computer calculations of the implosion and

burn,
2,3

however, the velocity distribution is not

taken into proper account. Instead, the ion fluid

is taken to always have a Maxwellian diatrfbution

with the corresponding fusion reactivity <(Tv>
M“

~e-

cause the fusion target may diaasaemble on a time

scale comparable to that on which the ion distribli-

tion relaxes, it is important to study the relaxation

and the corresponding valuea of fusion reactivity

<Ov> . In this report we describe a multispecies

Fokker-Planck computer code developed for this pur-

pose. We present calculations of the magnitude of

the result which may be used to pustcorrect the

usual computer simulations. We also compare this

effect with another related correction: the lOSS of

ions from the tail of the distribution.
4

~lETHOD

We use a Fokker-Planck code baaed on the work

5
of Rosenbluth, MacDonald, and Judd. We recast

their Eqs. 20 and 21 in an obvious way by moving

the summation signs to obtain

with

[’a 41! e4 9.nA/m
2

0’

<v
-1 (;)=

J

-1
d;’ ~b(V’) 1:-;’l ,

‘b

<v>b (:) =
1

d;’ ~h(V’) [~-~’[ ,

where g is the distribution function and all the

symbols are as customarily used and as defined in

Ref. 4.

We specialize to the isotropic case by explic-

itly performing the angular integrations. We then

nondimensiunalize the equationa and perform the

indicated differentiations. The variables transform

to

V=vf,

-3 ~g.v

t = [v3/2~r11 T ,



where ~, G, and T are dimensionless and 1’1 is the

initial value of ra. (In single-species problems,r

is a constant). In these variablea the equations

become

+: ~-l(J1,b(M)-J1,b (~))
1

where J~,b(t) = ~ Zn ~ (Z) dz.

The equations have been encoded in this form.6 TWO

useful auxiliaries are the density

n = 4n J2 a(co), and
a s

e ~ ~ k Ta = (~maV2
a

mean energy

‘4,a (-)/ J2,a(-) .

A better nondimensionalization, at least for

reporting results, is one using the density-time

product (nt) as the independent variable. This

scaling makes the evolution self-similar for prob-

lems not involving the loss of particles. An

equivalent scaling uses Spitzer’s value for thenean
7

collision time, tc:

“-l ~ ~
c = mL’2(3kT) 312 /8X0.714 nne4 tn A .

The number of mean collision times (ut), which is

useful for interpretations, and the product (nt)+

which is useful for applications are simply related

as

vt = nt X [0.714(4r c4/m2) In A (~kT/m) J’zlfi] ,

where the square bracket is a constant for many

problems.

2

The fusion reactivity cov> is computed by

simple quadrature over the distribution function

g(v) . The values of u used are obtained from the

five parameter fit of Duane.
8

Since the evolving

funct ion g(v) is a function of (nt) or (vt), so is

its quadrature <ova.

The fractional burnup

is also clearly a function of (nt) or (ut) for prob-

lems with a constant density n. Note that we are

assuming f << 1 and ignore fuel depletion. One of

our results will be that the ion-tail filling effect

is unimportant in cases giving appreciable fractional

burnup.

In our computations we have evaluated !ZnA with

the mean energy c. This is equivalent to assuming

equal electron and ion temperatures, which is prob-

ably not correct in most implosion problems. Sepa-

rate values of electron temperature would involve

only different values of In A, amounting to a scal-

ing in time. For the sake of simplicity we have not

included these small effects. The results following

were all computed for a single average DT ion, with-

out electrons. The computer code is, however, more

general allowing many species as deacribcd.

The relaxation of <OV> toward its asymptotic

value <OV>M, corresponding to a Maxwellian ion dis-

tribution, is shown in Fig. 1 for a number of

cases. In each case the temperature T is that of

the Maxwellian; the initial beam speed is v = (3kT/

1,2
m). The horizontal lines are the asymptotic

values <GV>}f. From the figure we see that the re-

laxation requires more collision times at the lower

energies, because of the steepness of the cross-

section o at lower energies. The T = 20-keV case is

interesting in that it showa a small (5%) overshoot

with the relaxation to the asymptotic value coming

from above. The time conversion factors and the

initial and asymptotic values of <w> are listed in

Table I.

In Fig. 2 we plot the distribution function

g(v) as it relaxes toward the Maxwellian. The plot

is for the T = &keV case, but Is really self-similar

if scaled for different energies. We see that even

after nearly 100 mean collision times, the deviation

.-

,.
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Fig. 1 Time evolution of the fusion reactivity
<UV> for various temperatures T.
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Fig. 2 Evolution of the distribution function g(v)
va ionenergyc=$ti2. overlatd is the ,.
fusion reaction cross sec”tion for DT.

TABLE I

T (nt)/(vt) <Qv> <IJv> <ov>o/<ov>
M M

keV
-3

cm3 ~e~’
3 -1

cm sec cm sec —

2 1.7 x 1010 4.8 x 10-22
-19

2.6 X 10 0.0018

3 3.0 x 10
10

1,7 x 10-20 1,7 x 10
-18

0.0097

5 6.6 x 10’0 5.6 X 10-19 1.3 x 10-17 0,045

6 8.7 X 1010 1.70 x 10-18 2,4 x 10-17 0,070

10 1.9 x 10U 2.1 x 10-17 1.9 x 10
-16

0.20

20 5.4 x 1011 2.9 x 10-16 .4,2x 10-16 0.69

Time Conversion FactOrs, Initial Reactivity ‘Qv>o, Asw?tOtic ‘r ‘fawellian

Reactivity, and their Ratio for Various Temperatures



from Maxwellian ia appreciable at 10 times the

thermal energy. Overlaid on the plot ia a plot of

the DT cross section u, scaled in the energy co-

ordinate as is appropriate.

Also plotted in Fig. 2 is the distribution

for the T = 20-keV case initially, asymptotically,

and at vt = 12.38 which corresponds to the maximum

value of cov>. From the figure it ia clear that the

relative overpopulation of g(v) adjacent to the

initial delta-function is more important than the

relative underpopulation in the far tail which lies

largely beyond the maximum in u. This explains the

interesting overshoot.

The initial delta-functions used here were

actually narrow Gaussians in speed with a width

equal to 1/25 of the mean speed. Values of 1/10,

1/20, and 1/40 were alao tried in order to verify

that no effects were evident in the results of

interest. That 1s, the beam spreads from a “1/25”

shspe to approximately a “1/10” shape in a small

fraction of a collision the, vt cc 1.

BURNUP

In Fig. 3 we show the evolution of <ov> and

its integra~ the fractional burnup f, on linear

scales, plotted against linear scales of time (vt)

nt ([0’2cm-3 see)

2’00~4
/’-/!T=IO keV

1.5 -

_-
‘0
s <-v>M / //

,

‘g l,” - //
//

/g.

‘M
Af 3

y-
/~

/=
f,

&
2Z
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[ 10 15 20 25 30 “J

Collision Times, vt

Fig. 3 Linear plot of the evolution of <w> and
the fractional burnup f for the T = 10-keV
case.

and also (nt). The plot is for the l&keV caae,

but illustrates a convenient parameterlzation of

the results. Comparing the fractional burnup f

with the a priori burnup fM which would have oc-

curred had the Maxwellian <OV>~ applied for alltim~

we note that f becomes parallel to fM as <w> satu-

rates. For problems with relatively long burn-time%

it is convenient to simply eubstract off the “lost

burnup” Af from the burnup computed by the almula-

tion code. This corrects for the code’s assuming

Maxwellian iOn distributions at all times.

Alternatively, we could think of suppressing

the start of burn (at the Mexwellian rate) by a re-

laxation time or induction time

(nt)l= Af /~ ~ ,<Ov>

which is indicated by the intercept “I” in the

figure. Clearly,cases which proceed to large frac-

tional burnup

f >> Af

or to large burn-time tB,

(nt)B >> (nt)l

will not need significant corrections.

Computed values of Af and (nt)l are listed in

Table II for various temperatures T. The negative

entries for T = 20 keV correspond to the overshoot

in <m>. The comparison of the a priori f from a

hydrodynamics/burn calculation with Af as computed

here would seem to be the better test of whether a

correction is needed, because of the possibility of

bootstrap heating raising <OV> with time as the

burn ensues. On the other hand, Table II reveals a

remarkable constancy in the values of (nt)l for the

various temperature of interest. Aa a handy rule

of thumb, we conclude that corrections are not re-

quired for cases giving (nt)B for the burn much In

excess of 10’2 CnI-3 sec.

A more ccnnplete description of the results

would be plots of the burnup vs time. A con-

venient representation of the time is the a priori

fractional bumup for a Maxwellian distribution

1
‘M=~ <ov>M (nt).

...
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AfT

(keV)

2 7.8x 10-8

3 7.2 X 10
-7

5 8.5x 10 -6

6 1.8 X 10-5

10 8.9 X 10-5

20 -1.5X 10
-4

Fraction Burnup Deficit

(nt)l, (vt)l for Various

It is convenient to scale the fraction burnup f

with f
M“

In this way we construct Fig. A which

(nt)l

(1011&-3sec)

5.9

8.4

13.1

14.8

16.3

-7*2

36.

28.

20.

17.

8.7

-1.3

allows plotting all the results together. The left-

hand portion of the plot corresponds to short times

and gives constant ratios

Elflq = <Ov>oi <OV>M

corresponding to negligible relaxation from the

initial delta-function distribution. The right-

hand portion of the chart corresponds to long times

and shows saturation of f/fM to unity. The low-

temperature cases rise to saturation closer to the

left because of the <uv>M in the time-like scaling.

APPLICATION

The data of Fig. 4 are intended to allow the

postcorrection of computed results which assume

Maxwellian distributions. As an interesting appli-

cation,we apply these tail-filling corrections to

the results of the initial cxandition burn-study2

which we have also modified to estimate the effects

of fast ion losses.
4

The two corrections overlaid

on the (Maxwellian) computer simulations are shown

in Fig. 5. We see that there is a linear refiion

separating the bootstrap heating and central igni-

tion regime at high PR > 1 gm cm
-2

from the region
-2

of important corrections at low PR z 0.01 gm cm .

of and Characteristic Relaxation Times

Temperatures

This separation justifies the neglect of nonlinear

processes in the present analysis. The values of

f << 1 justify the neglect of fuel depletion.

From inspection of the two results, it is clear that

in most cases the fast ion loss is the more impor-

tant effect. In those cases in which the finite

tail-filling is more important it is only a 20 to

30% effect.

COMBINED MODEL

The self-consistent problem including both the

loss of fast ions from the tail and evolution of the

distribution function from an initial state is ac-

complished by edding an appropriate loss term to the

Fokker-Planck treatment. What is not so clear, how-

ever, is how one should treat the bounding conditions:

are particles lost, is energy lost, etc.? A complete

treatment would actually allow fluxes of both par-

ticles and energy, with the boundary conditions

being specified as functions of time from a coupled

hydrodynamics calculation. Such a major undertaking

does not appear justified since we have found the

non-Maxwellian effects to disappear at significant
-2

compressions (PR >> 0.01 gm cm ).

In the spirt of postcorrections to hydro–

dynamics calculations which assume Maxwellian dis-

tributions, we have performed some combined-ion loss

5
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Fig. 4 Fractional burnup ratio
priori functions burnup

and ion evolution-calculations. For the loss term

we consider the loss of particles by diffusion from

a uniform sphere. Using well-known results from

reactor theoryg, the loss is

Taking

radius

~@=~ ~2N
N dt 3N

~ V2N to be constant

R, we have

2
V2N w ~ , so that ~

2

over the sphere of

for each group of ions at apeed v. We have included

this term in the computer code, with A(v) evaluated

as in Ref. 4. Otherwise, the Fokker-Planck calcula-

tions proceeded as described above.

For the case of an initial speed at the equiv-

alent of T = 3-keV energy, the evaluation of the

<OV> value is ahown in Fig. 6. An overlay of this

data with the 3-keV data from Fig. 1 shows no

PR = 10-2 gm cm
-2

noticable difference between the
-2 -2

and the no-loss results. That la, PR = 10 gm cm

ia effectively thick as we have already concluded.

As the tail fills out, frem the initial delta-

function toward regions of v with significant par-

ticle

drop.

~/fM vs the a
1.
M

loss, we notice the values of cow= begin to
-4

The PR=1O gmcm
-2

case shows an actual

decline in WV> with time fram a maximum at about

10 collision times. This is accompanied by signifi-

cant cooling, as may be seen from the values of

T : M a2>/3k which are also plotted. Had the

problem been done with the distributions renormal-

ized to maintain a constant T, the results tmuld

clearly be different. In a physical problem there

would, of course, be an important heat loss and a

decrease in fuel pressure; these would be important

to the hydrodynamics.

The fractional burnup valuea for the 3-keV

case are shown in Fig. 7. For the very thin

-4 -3
PR = 10 gm cm case, the fractional burnup be-

comes nearly constant as the <OV> value drops. The

data in Fig. 7 may be used to postcorrect hydro-

dynamica-burn calculations in the same way as that

in Figs. 3 or 4. Simple bare pellets are known

to effectively disassemble in an expansion time
2

T = R/4c5, c
e

= sound speed.
s

*

7

6
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Application of data of FiK. 4 to curves of
fraction burnup from a burn study (Ref. 2).
Also shown are corrections due to fast-ion
losses from Ref. 4.

For l.O-pg DT spheres at 3keV, this worka out to

approximately

T = 1.4 x lo’~ (PR) (cgs units) .
e

In all cases the disassembly is so rapid as to

occur before the fractional burnup deviates

significantly from the thick (PR > 10-2 gm cm-z)

result. That is, in these problems the truncation

of the distribution loss by ion loss will have no

effect. In structured systems, however, the con-

finement times may be considerably longer and the

dwiations from the thick-case results may”be impor-

tant.
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Time evolution of fusion reactivity <OV>
and the mean energy T for T = 3–keV initial
distribution; <UVZM corresponds to a MSX-
well.ian distribution; <av> corresponds to
truncated distributions astin Ref. 4.
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Fig. 7 Fractional burnup integrated from data of
Fig. 6.
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Similar results for the case of an initial speed

at the equivalent speed of T=6-keV energy are ahown

in Figs. 8 and 9. In this case the <UV> values
-4

forpR =10 gmcm
-2

are seen to drop very quickly,

making the fractional burnup almost independent of

time after the initial overshort.

Also indicated in Figs. 6 and 8 are the values

of <av>t for truncated ion distributions which were

found in Ref. 4. We see that while the results of

Ref. 4 were correct in indicating the ranges of PR

for aerioua ion loss effects and for no such effects,

the numerical values <OV> t obtained are only rough

guides. Eventually the COV>’S obtained here will

saturate to values below the <w> tts, but only after

very long times. The time dependence of <av> prior

to the saturation is very strong, especially for
-4 -2

thepR =10 gmcm cases, indicating a need fnr

time-dependent evolutional calculations.

nt(1012cm-3 see)

0.

—. .

_—---—

<.s.q
,---— -

~R .K)”z

pR=10-3

~R=lo-4

.,
‘.

10‘ ‘.
T *. .

——_ .
‘\

-———
‘.=

‘.
‘.

-.-
-.- ---

------ I
‘o

1 1 1 I I -4 i I {
10 20 30 40 ‘%0 60 70

Collision Times,vt

Fig. 8 Time evolution of the fusion reactivity

<av~ and the mean energy T for T = 6 keV
initially with fast ion losses; <av>M and
<W> t are as in Fig. 6.

nt (1012 cm-3 see)

,..4 I 2 3 4 5 6

. -5_& 10

E
m

g

~ ,.-s --------------------------

20 = 40 fCI 60 70
Collision Times,vt

Fig. 9 Fraction burnup integrated from data of
Fig. 8.

Having explored the ion loss effect4, the time

evolution of the distributions, and the combined

problem, we feel that we understand the observed

yields, which are below a priori (Maxwellian) eati-

mates.’” It is possible to construct hydrodynamice-

burn computer codes which take prctper account of

these effects, using the methods ou”tlined here.

However, in view of these effects becoming unimpor-

tant above PR = 0.01 gm cm
-2

, the effect does not

appear justified. It is important, however, to

have resolved the question of why the current exper-

imental yields lie below the Msxwellian results.
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